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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4916-Others may not have been able 
to recognize the Tenfold Purge Formation, but Henrik could. He quickly 
communicated with James telepathically, saying, “Although they managed to 
set up a Tenfold Purge Formation, it’s incomplete. The Tenfold Purge 
Formation requires the power of the Ten Districts’ Heavenly Paths. Even 
though the formation they’ve deployed isn’t complete, it still contains terrifying 
strength.” 

James replied, ‘Til charge in there even if it’s a perfect Tenfold Purge 
Formation. I can’t just wait idly while Thea and the others suffer within the 
formation.” 

After the brief telepathic conversation with Henrik, James replied to Lucius, 
“Alright, I’ll enter the formation. However, you must let the hostages go first.” 

Lucius said coldly, “You’re not in a position to negotiate with us, James.” 

After speaking, Lucius waved his hand, and a powerful formation emerged 
from the formation below him. 

Someone within the formation was obliterated instantly, leaving a pool of 
blood on the ground. 

The person who was killed was one of James’ loyal friends, Henry, who had 
followed since he was still Sol’s Dragon King. 

“You…” 

Veins bulged on James’ face. He clenched his fists tightly, causing his joints 
to pop. At that moment, a terrifying aura burst out from his body. 

Lucius threatened him, “If you keep hesitating, another one will die.” 

“Fine, I’ll enter the formation.” 

James forcibly endured the anger in his heart. Then, he leaped into the 
formation and approached the pool of blood. 

He summoned his Path Powers and resurrected Henry. 



The higher the resurrected being’s cultivation rank, the greater the 
consequences James would face. Despite that, he could not care less about 
the cause and effect of his actions. 

Henry reappeared in front of James. He said with a smile, ” It’s good to see 
you again, James. I was content just being able to see you one last time 
before my death.” 

At that moment, James felt the Tenfold Purge Formation’s pressure. 

Under its crushing force, James’ body was injured, and he quickly entered the 
Omniscience Path’s tenth Ranr. 

The Omniscience Path’s tenth rank could not compare to the eleventh rank. 
Even Yardos, who was at the eleventh rank, struggled inside the formation. 
Therefore, it was impossible for James to withstand the formation’s pressure 
with the Omniscience Path’s tenth rank. 

James roared furiously, “Let them go! Otherwise, I won’t tell you anything 
even if I die.” 

The four powerhouses began to secretly communicate amongst themselves. 

Toma said, “We can’t let the hostages go. If we comply, James won’t have 
anything to worry about anymore, and getting him talking will become hard.” 

“I agree. I don’t think we can release them. We must force him to teach us 
how to cultivate the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra and the sacred 
scrolls first.” 

Sedris said, “I think we should let them go. We can’t push James too hard. If 
he keeps his mouth shut till his death, then our efforts all these years will be in 
vain.” 

After a brief discussion, they decided to release the hostages since they were 
confident in capturing them again. 

They had nothing to worry about as long as they could keep James trapped 
inside the formation. 

Lucius urged his strength and released the hostages from the formation. 

“Bring them to safety, Henrik.” James’ voice came from inside the formation. 



James endured the terrifying pressure from the formation, and injuries kept 
forming throughout his body. He had not urged any of his other powers except 
the strength of the Omniscience Path’s Tenth Rank. Fortunately, his healing 
abilities were able to keep up. 

He knew it was not the right time to take action and was waiting for Henrik to 
bring everyone to safety before he started his killing spree. 

“James…” Henrik looked at James, who was struggling in the formation, 
worriedly. 

James shouted from inside the formation, “I’m fine. Hurry, get them out of this 
area or away from the Chaos Battlefield if possible.” 

At that moment, Thea, the Ancestral Blood Master, Wyndael, Jacopo, Winnie, 
Xainte, and everyone taken hostage were released. 
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“Dad!” 

Seeing James trapped within the formation, countless voices called out to 
him. 

“Enough. We must leave now.” Henrik waved his hand and summoned the 
rune Zeno left for him, which allowed him to enter the Chaos Battlefield at will. 
A powerful force emerged from the rune, enveloping James’ family and 
friends. Then, the rune tore a gap in the space and teleported everyone out of 
the Chaos Battlefield. 

Henrik did not leave with them. He glared at Lucius, Sedris, Xylus, and Toma. 
Then, he looked coldly at Mount Stoyan. Immediately afterward, a murderous 
intent erupted from his body. 

After sensing that Thea and the others had been sent to safety, James, who 
was being crushed to the ground by the formation’s pressure, slowly stood up. 
His aura suddenly increased as seven kinds of powers flowed through his 
body. James no longer hid his strength, and his injuries recovered instantly. 

He stretched his body and looked at the powerhouses in the sky. 

“What the hell?” 



Lucius and the others were startled after seeing James calmly resisting the 
formation’s pressure. 

“How is this possible?” 

“Why is he able to withstand the formation?” 

After a brief shock, they simultaneously activated the formation’s attack 
mechanism. Ten kinds of powers appeared inside the formation, transformed 
into invincible blades, and darted toward James. 

James’ Blithe Omniscience was almost useless within the formation. 
However, he had no intention of dodging the attacks. 

His aura had reached an exceptional level after fusing the seven powers in his 
body. 

Boom! 

He swung his hand, and a spectral fist appeared, instantly shattering the 
invincible blades. 

James roared furiously, “Break!!!” 

His aura grew stronger once again. He took a step forward, and tremors 
spread throughout Mount Stoyan. 

“T-That’s the Defying Heavens Art!” 

“I can’t believe he cultivated the Defying Heavens Art already. He only just 
obtained it from Byron a few epochs ago. How did he already master it?” 

The spectators gathered in the distance were shocked after seeing James 
cast the Defying Heavens Art. 

Henrik was about to take action but stopped after seeing James resisting the 
formation without much effort. 

Relieved, he stood in the distance and silently watched as things unfolded. He 
was also curious to see how strong James had become after staying in the 
Endlos’ Nine Districts for so long. 



James performed the Defying Heavens Art, and the energy from the 
microcosm inside his body was released. The energy continuously enhanced 
his strength, and his aura kept rising. 

He slowly stepped forward and connected with heaven and earth, absorbing 
the energy around him to reconstruct his Skyward Stairway. 

When he took the tenth step, the formation showed signs of shattering. 

“Reinforce the formation!” 

Lucius, Sedris, Xylus, and Toma panicked. They quickly urged all their 
strength to maintain the formation, hoping it would be enough to suppress 
James. 

However, James’ aura was still rising. At the same time, his strength had 
already reached a terrifying level. 

Boom! 

When James took the thirty-second step, the Tenfold Purge Formation could 
no longer withstand his aura and immediately collapsed. Shortly after, Mount 
Stoyan also came crashing down. 

“Ready to die?” James’ angry voice resounded throughout the area. 
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forward and shattered the Tenfold Purge Formation. 

As soon as the formation was broken, the powerful force of James’ Defying 
Heavens Art destroyed Mount Stoyan. 

Even though other formations were set up around Mount Stoyan, they could 
not withstand the Defying Heavens Art’s power. Many cultivators within Mount 
Stoyan sensed the formation’s destruction and quickly evacuated. A few that 
could not escape in time were obliterated, and their souls were wiped out. 

James floated in the void, emitting the aura of a peerless warrior. 

“It broke?” 

“James destroyed Mount Stoyan’s formation.” 



“It was a formation that managed to temporarily trap Yardos. He went to great 
lengths to create a crack to escape.” 

“Yardos had the strength to fight four opponents alone. 

Wouldn’t this mean that James’ strength is above Yardos?” 

“Lucius and his comrades are in deep trouble.” 

Many of the cultivators spectating from a distance were excited after seeing 
that the Tenfold Purge Formation was destroyed. 

Lucius, Sedris, Xylus, and Toma stood side by side with solemn expressions. 

Toma looked at his allies and asked, “What now?” 

“What else can we do? We have to fight to the end. Even if we stop now, 
James won’t let us go. We only have a chance if we unite. If we are to escape 
now, James will come after us one by one. Eventually, we’ll all end up dead.” 

Lucius suggested their best shot was to unite against James. Even though 
James shattered their Tenfold Purge Formation, he felt they had a chance of 
killing James if they joined forces. 

The other three nodded in agreement. 

“Who wants to die first? Or do you four want to die together?” 

James’ aura was potent. Even in the face of four powerhouses at the Chaos 
Rank, he showed no fear. 

Meanwhile, Wyot and Teresa watched from a distance. 

Teresa’s clone, Xezal, had already merged with her main body. 

Wyot’s face became solemn after witnessing James’ strength. He clenched 
his fists, and a sense of helplessness began to bud in his heart. He had 
always wanted to kill James but never succeeded. James’ strength had far 
surpassed him and was like an insurmountable mountain. 

“What do we do now?” Wyot turned to Teresa. 



Teresa did not immediately reply to Wyot. However, she remained calm, as if 
everything was going according to plan. 

After a few seconds, she said, “The battle’s outcome isn’t certain yet. James 
merely broke an incomplete Tenfold Purging Formation. It wasn’t perfect to 
begin with. Even though the formation was potent, it wasn’t even one-tenth of 
the real Tenfold Purge Formation.” 

Teresa remained optimistic about Lucius and the other powerhouses. 

She continued, saying, “If James really kills Lucius and the others, then you 
must be careful. From then onward, you’re on your own. I have other plans 
and won’t be able to protect you.” 

Despite having a bit of hope left for Lucius’ group, Teresa was already 
devising a backup plan. 

After speaking, Teresa disappeared from the area. She knew that Henrik was 
keeping an eye on her. 

Henrik was already at the Chaos Rank and would be a difficult opponent. 
Therefore, she evacuated in advance. 

Wyot, on the other hand, chose to stay behind to watch the battle. 

Meanwhile, James glared coldly at his opponents. 

Lucius slowly stepped forward and said, “I never expected you to become so 
powerful in such a short time. Perhaps we can become friends if you hand 
over the secret to cultivating the sacred scrolls. If not…” “Pfft!” James 
sneered. 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4919-James activated the Blithe 
Omniscience and appeared in front of Lucius in a flash. Then, he swung his 
fist. 

Lucius was extra careful as he knew James mastered the Blithe Omniscience. 
As soon as James reappeared, he urged his Space Path’s Power and 
disappeared. The next moment, he appeared somewhere else. 

However, James had already predicted his course of action. He vanished 
again and appeared beside Lucius. Then, his fist slammed into Lucius’ body. 



Lucius was at the Chaos Transcendere Rank and had terrifying physical 
strength. However, James’ attack caused countless injuries to his tough 
physical body. 

“Ugh!” 

Lucius was knocked into the distance, and he spat out a mouthful of blood. 

“Huh?” Many powerhouses were stunned by the scene. 

“Lucius is at the Chaos Transcendere Rank. How could he be injured in just 
one hit?” 

“How did James become so strong in just a few epochs?” 

Everyone spectating the battle was shocked. 

James had used the Omniscience Path’s Tenth Rank and Seven Path 
Techniques. With the fusion of the Seven Path 

Technique’s powers and the Defying Heavens Art, James’ strength had 
already surpassed Lucius. 

Even though he was only at the Quasi Chaos Rank, he was able to injure 
Lucius, who was at the Chaos Transcendere Rank, with just a punch. 

Lucius was livid after being injured. He shouted to his allies in the distance, 
“What are you guys waiting for? It’s now or never!” 

After speaking, his aura suddenly skyrocketed. His whole body released a 
bright purple light, and the Crepe Myrtle Energy of Hazeaf surrounded him. 

Even though the Crepe Myrtle Energy of Hazeaf was powerful, it was an 
incomplete version of the Hazeaf Power. Therefore, it was incomparable to 
the real powers of the Ten Path Techniques. 

Swoosh!!! 

The Chaos Sword appeared in James’ hand, and a terrifying Sword Intent 
permeated the area. 

He pointed his sword at the other three opponents in the distance and said, 
“Stand still. I’ll kill whoever moves first.” 



Sedris, Toma, and Xylus were wary of James’ aura and did not act rashly. 
They hovered in the air, looking at Lucius in the distance. 

Lucius cursed out, “Damn it! James isn’t going to let you three go even if you 
don’t take action right now. After he kills me, the three of you are next. We 
must join forces to stand a chance against him.” 

Lucius was startled after James proved to be stronger than Yardos. He knew 
he could not be careless and needed to join forces with the other three 
powerhouses to have even a slim chance of killing James. 

At that moment, Xylus sprung into action. 

Suddenly, a mysterious sound emerged from the Chaos Sword and gathered 
to form a bright Sword Energy. 

The Sword Energy’s bizarre sound echoed throughout the area. 

As soon as Xylus moved, the Sword Energy shot in his direction. He quickly 
used all his strength to cast a protective barrier. 

Boom!!! 

The barrier was shattered instantly, and the Sword Energy pierced his body. A 
bloody wound formed, and blood kept spewing out of his body. 

James was overpowering them. With just the First Tone of the Chaos’ Nine 
Voices, he injured a powerhouse at the Chaos lllimita Rank’s late stage. 
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Kapron District’s Leader, Xylus. 

Xylus’ expression changed. He was not expecting James to be so strong. 
Despite that, he did not back down. Instead, he was excited after learning how 
strong James was after cultivating the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra 
and sacred scrolls. 

He thought to himself, ‘James is only at the Quasi Chaos Rank but is already 
so strong. If I were to cultivate the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra and 
sacred scrolls, I’d be even stronger, right?’ 

Xylus was even more determined to obtain the Tenfold Realms Transcendent 
Sutra and sacred scrolls. Although he was injured, he did not even flinch. He 



increased his aura and waved his hand. Countless inscriptions emerged from 
his palm and gathered into a strange-looking beast. 

The ferocious beast parted its bloody mouth and tried to inhale James. 

James felt the suction force trying to pull him in and snorted. 

“Hmph. Heaven Piercing Sword Art.” 

The Chaos’ Nine Voices powers emerged and formed into a terrifying Sword 
Energy. 

The Sword Energy charged at the beast and shattered it back into 
inscriptions. 

Xylus suffered a backlash, and he stumbled backward. 

At that moment, Toma secretly appeared behind James. 

Previously, Yardos had given Toma the Blithe Omniscience in exchange for 
the Welkin District’s sacred scroll. 

Therefore, Toma had also cultivated the Blithe Omniscience. 

He quietly appeared behind James and summoned a spear. A dazzling light 
burst from the spear and thrust toward James’ back. 

Toma acted swiftly, giving James no time to react. 

Even though James had activated the Omniscience Path’s tenth rank and had 
an exceptional physical body, the spear still managed to penetrate his flesh. 

Boom!!! 

James unleashed his Path Powers. His powers permeated throughout the 
area and blasted Toma away. 

However, Lucius and Xylus followed up with more attacks. 

James took the step forward, completing the Defying Heavens Art. 

After he took the final step, the microcosms within his body were completely 
unlocked. The power contained within them was unleashed, and the thirty-



three Skyward Stairway had formed. The power of heaven and earth was now 
at his disposal. 

James’ aura shot up after taking the final step of the Defying Heavens Art. 

Lucius, Toma, and Xylus could not withstand the Defying Heavens Art’s 
power. 

Their bodies were being crushed by the force and plummeted from the sky. 
Shortly after, they crashed into the ground. 

Rumble!!! 

The ground shook, and the surrounding area was instantly turned into rubble. 

Sedris watched them fight from a distance and refrained from participating in 
battle. 

Lucius, Toma, and Xylus were defeated instantly. 

James’ aura was intimidating, and he had the demeanor of an invincible 
powerhouse. 

The spectators watching the battle from a distance were startled. Many were 
from hidden sects and were aware of the Saber Sect’s Defying Heavens Art. 
Since ancient times, it was a Supernatural Power that very few could master. 
Therefore, they found it hard to believe James had cultivated it to the highest 
level in such a short period. 

After defeating three opponents, James began to deal with a few of their 
sect’s powerhouses. Most had escaped the destroyed Mount Stoyan and hid 
throughout the Chaos Battlefield. A few had already left the Chaos Battlefield 
out of fear. 

However, James found them effortlessly. 

He cast the Blithe Omniscience and began roaming the Chaos Battlefield. 

James was like a grim reaper. Wherever he appeared, there would be death. 

Powerhouses of the Ten Districts were observing his every move. 

“Tsk, tsk.” 



“He’s too powerful.” 

“With such strength, I doubt anyone can take him on.” 

The cultivators watching the battle were astonished by James’ strength. 

 


